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Trail Tree Newsletter 

July 2021 
 

This is Volume 53 of the Quarterly Trail Tree Project Newsletter. We hope the topics in this newsletter 
will be of interest to you. If you want us to report on other things, just let us know and we will be happy 
to do that. Below is all the latest news.  
 
Trail Tree (TT) Database 
 
Trail Tree Database 
 
By late February of 2021, we had crossed over the 3,000 threshold of Marker Trees in the database. As 
we enter July, we have now crossed over the 3,100 threshold. The trees in the database now cover 45 
states and Canada. Our hopes are that someone now finds trees in North Dakota, Idaho and Nevada to 
round out the lower 48 states. 
 
Trees of Interest 
 
For this Newsletter, we have selected trees to show from those 
submitted in January through March 2021. The trees being 
submitted are helping us to tell more of the story of these “living 
artifacts.” We had documented the various Marker Tree types as 
of November 2020 in our book Deciphering the Signs, Sacred 
Indians Trees and Places. Now, more types are appearing in the 
trees submitted so we will have to write a supplement in the 
future as new types are found. 
 
WI Tree 
 
Diane sent in her most unusual tree from northern WI. This tree 
was found near an Ojibwe village site. We interpreted this tree to 
be a Portal tree used in ceremonies probably related to burials 
and also for communicating with people who have walked on 
and those at far distances. Often, these type trees are bent into an 
inverted “U” shape and then back up. They are also called 
Ascension Trees.  

 
WI Tree 
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NC Trees 
 
Shelton’s NC research team has been searching the 
Greensboro area of NC for Marker Trees and has discover 
a number of them, some being very old. The tree to the 
right is 57.3 inches in diameter and estimated to be over 
300 years old. The Shelton team also found two long-arm 
grave pointer trees. Shown below. One is a single grave 
pointer and the other is a most unusual double grave 
pointer with two separate trees marking the graves but 
attached to each other.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SC Tree 
 
Laura and Julie’s SC team has been finding more trees in 
Oconee County, SC. One of their latest was found on a 
golf course and is a Healing tree. This tree is 43.3 inches 
in diameter so it is very old. This tree is suspected of being 
related to the Cherokee who occupied that area from about 
the late 1500’s until the late 1700’s. The tree is shown on 
the next page. The tree is likely formed by planting two 
trees close together and helping them graft together. The healing energy is upwelling in the center saddle 
of the tree.  
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GA Tree 
 
Alissa found very long Long-Arm tree in 
middle GA on her property. Her tree is 
marking a single grave of what we believe is 
a Beloved elder. The length of the long arm 
represents the honor bestowed on this person 
so they obviously were very beloved. The 
creek they are buried by may have been very 
important to this person. The tree is in 
Oconee Indian territory but the person buried 
is believed to be Chickasaw. The Chickasaw 
may have been a medicine man or shaman.  
 
AR Trees 
 
We have three trees from AR some of which 
have interesting features. The first tree was 
sent in by Mark from western AR. The tree is 
shown on the next 
page. Notice all the 
bumps on this tree. 
Some are caused 
by energy flowing 
thought the tree 
and some denote 
the number of 
burials this tree is 
representing. This 
is an old tree. 
 
The second tree 
was sent in by 
Randy who has 
been searching the 
area WNW of 
Little Rock, AR. 
He has found a 
number of trees in that area. His tree is also marking a grave. Notice that this tree is bent at a 45-degree 
angle down. Sometimes the grave marker trees are bent in this fashion particularly if they are marking a 
single grave. Also note at the hip of tree there is a bump created which relates to the person buried there.  
 
The third tree was sent in from the Searcy, AR area. This is a more standard Marker Tree formation but 
note the bumps on the hip of the tree. They are telling a story yet to be determined. We believe this tree 
is marking a water source and the bumps may be related to distance to that source. This tree is also shown 
on the next page. 

 
SC Tree 
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Indian Heritage Sites Research Program  
 
Our Indian Heritage Research Program for April – 
June has been split between Indian heritage and 
North American heritage. We are continuing to 
conduct research at Ceremonial Healing sites 
which have a great deal of upwelling energy and 
sometimes Geospirals. We are learning that some 
if not all of these sites may be useful in helping 
provide some health improvement effects for 
certain medical conditions. We have been 
experimenting with a few volunteers to see if we 
can measure any improvements in person health 
from siting at a site for a period of time (30 
minutes to an hour once a month) and over several 
months’ duration. The one thing that has been 
recorded so far is helping people who suffer from 
chronic pain. There are also several people we 
recorded previously who were miraculously 
healed from major medical conditions. We will 
keep exploring this research to see what we can 

 
AR Tree - Mark 
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learn.  
 
We stumbled onto one 
part of history that 
many believe is a myth 
but our research is 
showing there is a lot 
of truth to be told if we 
can just find more 
supporting facts.  
 
In April, we discovered 
a site in NE GA that we 
believe was occupied 
by the Mayan’s in the 
late 1500’s. In 
exploring that 
research, we also 
discovered a grave of a 
Mayan who, our 
research indicates was 
killed by the Moon-
Eyed People. 
According to legend, the Moon-Eyed People, who may have been of Welch descent, came to North 
American around 1182-3 and landed near Mobile Bay. They then traveled up the rivers to spread out in 
GA, AL, TN, SC, NC, and VA. One piece of history has them as far north as Clarksville, IN. The picture 
above is from the top of Fort Mountain, GA where history records that the Moon-Eyes engaged in a battle 
in the 1500’s. We visited that site and located 13 Moon-Eyed 
graves near the battle site. In 1842, a person in NC while digging 
on their land discovered the statues shown to the right which are 
believed to be Moon-Eyed people. This artifact is housed in the 
Cherokee County Museum in Murphy, NC.  
 
The Moon-Eyes were short people, thought to be around five 
feet tall and had very white almost albino skin color. Their eyes 
were very sensitive to light. As a result, they normally operated 
at night and lived in caves or other enclosures during the day. 
Using our abilities in dowsing, we have tracked down about ten 
of their villages in GA and one in TN. We are continuing to 
research this topic to see if we can prove the existence of this 
race of people that occupied parts of North America from the 
late 1100’s to the early 1600’s.  
 
In late May, we started another research project near Brunswick, 
GA to see if we could determine the location of a French Fort 
and colony that existed in the early to mid-1560’s and the Indians 
that were in that vicinity. Again, using dowsing, we searched several areas and think we have discovered 
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the locations of the fort and French community of Le Carolina. Near the community location, we also 
found the village of the Guale Indians and a burial site that had 80+ graves. Going forward with this 
research will require the use of LIDAR and Ground Penetrating Radar all of which will be expensive. 
Therefore, we are in a holding pattern at the moment before we can move forward.  
 
Beginning in late July through the first two weeks of August, we will be traveling to CO and back doing 
research along our travel path as well as in numerous spots in CO. We will report out our findings in the 
next newsletter.  
 
New Website 
  
We have mentioned in previous newsletters about opening the new Mountain Stewards web site. If you 
haven’t had the opportunity to visit the new web site, we highly recommend you do. The old web site 
had to be completely rewritten an updated in a new computer language. The new site at 
www.mountainstewards.org has much more information and, I think, is easier to use than the previous 
one. Check it out when you can.  
 
Presentations and Book Signings 
 
We were schedule to open a new presentation and a workshop on dowsing in late July but that had to be 
canceled by the requestors. The new presentation is Deciphering the Signs, Sacred Indian Trees and 
Place which is based on our new book. The newly modified and updated workshop is on Dowsing Indian 
Cultural Heritage Sites. This workshop is a one-day teaching and field experience workshop to teach 
what we have learned and practice everyday in using the comprehensive skills of dowsing. Usually, these 
two go together on a 1-2 day event. Mostly, these are offered for free unless the site is longer than about 
150 miles from our home in Jasper GA. The dowsing workshops are limited to about 20 or preferably 
smaller. The presentations are preferred to be at least 50 or more. If you are interested in scheduling these 
new presentations, contact us at mountainman93@gmail.com. 

 
There have also been two new presentations prepared that were scheduled to be presented at the 
Wilderness Wildlife Weekend in Pigeon Forge in 2020 and 2021. Those weekends were canceled by the 
TN folks. They are now scheduled for 2022. These presentations are: Medicine Man, Earth Energies and 
Healing and The Secret Geodetic Code to Design and Build Sacred Buildings. 
 
New Book 
 
The new book, Deciphering the Signs, Sacred Indian Trees and Places has been on sale for about 6 
months now and is available on the website at https://mountainstewards.org/deciphering-the-signs-
sacred-indian-trees-places/. Deciphering the signs, interpreting Indian trees, and identifying sacred 
places involves new understandings and new techniques in research that include Native Science, 
dowsing, earth energy and more. Some of our methods are supranormal which sometimes invites 
skepticism.  However, if you are interested in becoming involved with the excitement of being able to 
achieve unprecedented results in locating, documenting, and helping to preserve Indian culture then this 
book is for you. Prepare yourself to step into a world where your sixth sense becomes a major part of 
your everyday world. If you’re not a believer yet, you may become one as soon as you experience the 
phenomenon of dowsing.   

http://www.mountainstewards.org/
https://mountainstewards.org/deciphering-the-signs-sacred-indian-trees-places/
https://mountainstewards.org/deciphering-the-signs-sacred-indian-trees-places/
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Facebook  
 
To stay in touch with our activities in between Newsletter issues, follow us on our Facebook pages at 
www.facebook.com/mysterytrees and www.facebook.com/groups/126677990699812/.(Mountain 
Stewards). The Mysterytrees Facebook page now has well over 2,000 followers and the Mountain 
Stewards page has grown to over 700. These sites provide a running account of our weekly activities. 
Please log on to the site and LIKE the page. This opens our information to a larger audience and helps 
educate folks about the program. Dialog often goes on between the followers of the sites who are sharing 
their findings across the nation. 
 

 

http://www.facebook.com/mysterytrees
http://www.facebook.com/groups/126677990699812/

